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Abstrrrct. Creative sets or the complete recursively enumeriable sets play an importanlt role in 
logic and mathematics and they are kn,own to be: recursively isomorphic. Therefore, on the one 
hand, all the complete sets can be viewed as equivalent, on the other hand., we intuitivelyy perceive 
some complete sets as more ‘ntiiural and simpler’ than others. In this note we try to capture this 
intuitive concept precisely by defining a complete set to be natural if all other recorsiveip 
enumerable sets can be reduced to it by computationally simple reductions and show tlhat these 
natural complete sets are all isomorphic under the same type of computationally simple mappings, 
The same ideas are applied to define natural G6del numbering.; and, using natunal GiidcE 
numberings, to show that natura; creative sets coincide with the natural complete sets. 
1. Introdwstion 
It is well known that the sets or provable thieore,ms of suficiently rich axiomatized 
mathematical theories form creative sets [7],. Furthermore, it is known that all the 
creative sets are recursively isomorphic and that they are the same class of sets asI 
the class of complete recurr3ively enumerable sets. Therefore, from a recursive 
function theory point of view all the complete sets can be viewed as equivalent 
since between any two of them there exists a. recursive bijection. At the same time, 
we have an intuitive feeling that conceptually and ccmputa,tionally some complete 
sets are simpler than others. Since the complete sets are not. recursive, there ca::nst 
exist recursive computational complexity bounds for their recognition and therefore 
we cannot use standard computational complexity techniques to classify them as 
we can for recursive sets. On the other hand, we observe that for euery crsmpiete 
set thz computational complexity of reducing all other recursively enumerable sets to 
it is recursively bounded and that this computational complexity bound on the 
reduclions Daturally classifies the complexity of complete sets. The same observation 
holds, for example, for complete sets in any other level of the Kleene hierarchy as 
well as for the classification of Gadel numberings of piartial recursive functions. 
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In this note iwe exploit these ideas to classify the complexity of complete sets 
(for some family of sets? by the computational complexity required to reduce all 
other sets (from that family) to them. In particular we {define a complete set A to 
be nalwaaf (or y-complete) if all other recurs,ively enumerable sets can be reduced 
to A by a one-to-one polynomial-time (Turing machine) computable mapping 
whose (left) inverse can also be computed in polynomial-time. This definition is 
justified by the fact that many complete sets that appear naturally in logic and 
mathematics are 0,” th is type and that, as will be seen, the family of natural complete 
sets has desirablle mathematical properties. More explicitly, we show that the above 
defined natural complete sets are isomorphic under polynomial-time mspplings and 
therefore, it is seen that, the computationallly sirnple polynomial-time reductions 
play t’ne same role for the natural complete sets as the recursive mappings for the: 
whole family of complete sets. 
The inve:ttfb\e polynomial time reduction and fthe definition o.i’ natural complete 
sets correspond to one-one reducibility and 1 complrzteness in recursive jEunction 
theory, respectively. It is well known from recursive function theory that for 
complete sets I -completeness i  equivalent uo m! -completeness. On the other hand, 
at th!s time we do not know whether we can obltaim the Same polynomial- 
time isomorphism results if we replace in our definition of natural creative sets 
the on+-to-one polynomial-tirr le computable and invertible reductions by just 
polynomial-time computable reductions. 
We leave as an interesting open problem whether there exist any complete sets 
to wh!ch any other recursively enumerable set can be reduced to by a many-one 
polynomial-time mapping, but which are not natural complete sets, i.e., they are 
not po:ynomiai-time isomorphic to the classic natural complete sets, such as 
{I@ IA&( -) halts}. 
We conjecture that such sets exist and that therefore for natural com,plete sets 
1 -completeness i not equivafent o m -completeness. 
To further emphasize the intuitive appeal of our def”nnitions, we observe that the 
well-known examples of complete and creative sets in recursive function theory 
and logic all have certain polynomial-time computable and invertible padding 
functions (defined in Section 4). VJe show that any complete set to which any other 
recursively enumerable set can be reduced by a many-one polynomial-time mapping 
is a natural complete set if and only if it possesses the above mentioned padding 
functions Thus we can (as is done in Section 4) efine equivalently a natural 
comp1et.e s t as any recursively enumerable set with polynom;al-time compntable 
padding functions io which any other recursively enumerable set can be reduced 
by a many-one polynomial-time reduction. 
In the Iast ,part of this paper we iiqdicate how these results can be extended to 
other classes of computationally simple reductions, such as log-tape and polynomial- 
tape bounded computations. 
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Finally, we apply the same concepts to define natural Giidel numberiqgs and 
deriv#e the corresponding isomorphism results. Using the natural Giidel numberings 
we define natural creative sets (in terms of polynomial-time computable and 
invertible productive functions) and show that the natural creative sets are the 
same as the natural complete sets. 
2, Preliminaries 
For the sake of completeness we summarize the fundamental concepts used in 
tfiis note. 
Let MI, M2, . . . be a standard enumeration of the set of (one-tape) Turing 
machines and let L(Mi) denote the set of inputs accepted by the Turing machine 
(Ym), Mi. Let Ti(n) denote the maximal number of operations performed by Mi 
on inputs of length n. We say that Mi runs in polynomial-time (or is a polynomial-time 
Tm) iff for some k N, 
-4 set B is productive if there exists a recursive function p such that for any 
Tmq .&fiy 
L(Mi) E B implies p(i) E Bf -L(Mi). 
A recursively enumerable set (r.e.) is creative iff its complement is productive, 
It is we!1 krmown from logic and recursive function theory [7] that the provable 
theorems of sufficiently powerful axiomatized matherhlatical systems form creative 
sets and that the true theorems elf the corresplonding mathematical areas form 
productive sets. 
The creative sets are exactly the ccbmple\xe r.e. sets, as defined next [:7]. 
A set A is recursively reducible to a set _?3 iff there exists a recursive funic:ion f
such that 
xc14 iff f(x)d3. 
A set A is a complete recursively enumerable set iff any other r,e. set can be 
recursively reduced to A (for the sake (of brevity, we refer to it simply as a 
complete set). 
The sets A and B are recursively isomorphic i3 there exists a recursive lnijection 
f which reduces A ‘,o B. Thus f is a recursive, one-to-one, onto function from J!? 
to f *, A c Z*, B c r*, such that 
SimiBarly we define polynomial-time reductions and polynomial -time iso- 
morphisms to capture the concepts of computational\y sim@e redulr:tion!i and 
computationally simple isomorphisms. 
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A set A is polynomial-time reducible (or p-reducible) to a set B iff there exists 
a polynomial-time computable mapping, f, which reducea A to B, i.e. 
The sets A and B are polynomial-time isomorphic (or p-isomorphic) it! there 
exists a one-to-one onto function f such that f and f-’ can be computed in 
polyno3Gal-t ime and 
x E A ifif( B. 
It is weil known [7) that all the complete or creative se’ts are recursively isomor- 
phic. Therefore from a recursive function theory point of view all complete sets 
can be considered to be similar. On the other hand, intuit.ively we feel that some 
complete sets are conceptually and computationally simpler than others and we 
believe that our next definition captures this intuitive idea. 
Definkion. A compllete set B is nalturuZ (or p. natural) iff any other r.e. set can be 
reduced to B tvy a one-to-one mapping f such that f and f-’ are polynomial-time 
computable.’ 
For example, the fohowin2 complete sets are easily seen to be natural: 
Ul = [(k&, x) IMi halts on x}, 
LIZ = [Mi II& halts on blank tape}, 
U3 = {Mi jMi halts on i}. 
The reduction of L(a/i,) to U1 is given by the polynomial-time mapping 
x - (.!&, x). 
The reduction of I,(&&) to U2 is given by 
x H&rio,x, 
where Mb.( io,x I is a machine which for all inputs first writes x on its tape and then 
simuktes Mi, On x. Thierefore 
and it is easily seen that the construction of M,Ci,,,, can be carried out in 
polynomial-+ime in the length of x. lt is also seen that 
any other complete sets can be shown to be natura.l and it can easily be proven 
that not all complete sets are natural, as indicated below. 
’ AEI through this paper let f-’ denote the left inverse of f. Note khat since f-’ is polynomial-time 
mputable we cap determine in polynomial-time for all x whether f- ‘(x) is defined. 
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r~kww~z~ 1. For any given recursive funci’ion T(n) there exists a complete set & 
such that not all r.e. sets can be reduced to &- by Tm’s running in time T(n ‘). 
hoot (Outliqe), Let 
K = {Mj 1 Mi( -)halts]. 
We will construct wo complete sets, K1 and &, from K so that no T-time bounded 
reduction can reduce .Kz to &. Br(‘, will be just a ‘stretched’ verslion of K so rhat 
4yz cannot be reduced to K1, by T-time bounded mappings which are almost 
everywhere one-to-one. KZ -will be so constructed that a T-time biounded mapping 
which is not almost everywhere one-to-one is not a reduction of & to any set. 
Let F:X*+a* be a recursive, one-to-one Pun&ion which maps at most poly- 
nomially many elements of size n onto elements of a* up to size T(n). 
Define 
Then no set with exponentially many elements up) to size n (for suficientl;y large 
n) cani be reduced to K1 by any T-time bounded, almost everywhere one-to-one 
mapping (since a T-time bounded mapping can map strings of length rt snto strings 
no longer than T(n) and there are not sufficiently many short elements in K1 to 
make this mapping almost everywhere one-to-one). 
Next we modify K to obtain Kz such that, for sufficiently large -n,, & wiii have 
exponentially many elements up to size n and frrythermore, K’z will be so constructed 
that a ‘Ctimle bounded reduction which is not almost everywhere one-to-one cannot 
reduce & to any set. 
,Kz is constructed from K by diagonahzing over ah T-time bounded Turing 
machines and imposing on K a recursive modification of no -more than M eiements 
among strings up to length n. In the diagonalization for any input x, 1x1== n, the 
first n T-time bounded Turing machines are listed, all the previous computations 
for y <IX are recomputed andl those T-time bounded machines which have breen 
eliminated as possible reducers of & to any slet are crossed off. Now we seadh 
for the minimal size machine, M, on this list, such that for y <x M(X) = M( y 1; if 
such y is found, then either place x E & and );’ E & or vice versa (to blc consistent 
with what has been done with y up till now). If no such y is found then x E & iff x E K: 
It. is seen that modified elements of K’ to get K2 fiorm al recursive s’et whidh $does 
not essentially alter the density of K, but which guarantee!; that any T-time bourrdecll 
Turing machine, which identifies\ infinitely many pairs of elements, cannot reduce 
& to any set. This completes the outline of the proof. 
As a matter of fact, there isno natural complete set over a single letter alpha 
To set this, we just have to observ<: thalt under a one-to-one ;prAynomial-Qtime 
reduction C’r, the image of U1 cannot be polynomially sparse, i.e., ,there is no 
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polynomial p such that 
‘Therefore, no yolynomially sparse set can be a natural complete set and since any 
subset of a* is polynomiahy sparse no such subset can form a natural complete 
set. Note that the range of G does not 5ave to be a subset of ic1*, but only the 
image of U1 under G is in a *. 
3. Isomorphism results 
In this section we prove that all natural complete sets are p-isomorphic snd 
discuss some other properties of these sets. Thie p-isomorphism theorem shows 
that natural complete sets are very similar indeed and that the g-reductions and 
p-isomorphisms play thl: same role for nat.ural complete sets as recursive r ductions 
and isomorphisms for the family of all complete sets. 
To prove the p-isomorphism result we recall some results about polynomial-time 
reduction:5 [ 11. Note that the following lemma can be viewed as a feasibly computable 
analogue of the Cantor-Bernstein theorem. 
Lemma 2, Let f and g be p-reduczions of A to B and B to A,, respectively, such that 
(a) f and g we one-to-one, 
(b) iTI and g-’ are p-computable, 
tc) ‘if(z)1 > lz! and lg(z)l:+l~ 
Then A and B’ are p-isomorphic. 
Proof,, For details of the proof see [ 11. To see the basic idea of the proof let A E C* 
and B c r*. W’e say that x 6:: 2” (r”) is a parentless element if x is not in the range 
of g (,fl. We say that x in C* is a descendent of an element z E C”’ (r*) if 
(gofT(z)==x ((‘~qkg(r)==X), k =o, 1,2,. . . . 
Conditions [a), (b) and (c:) imply that we can compute in polynomial-time for x 
in C* (or I’*) whether it h;s a parentless ancestor in C* or I’* (since f-’ and g-’ 
are polynomial-time computable we can del:ect in polynomial-time that f-‘(x) is 
not defined, i.e. that there is no ); such that f( .y) =x, the same holds for g’-‘(x)). 
The d)esired p-isomorphism is given by 
4 (x:1 =: if x has a parentless ancestor in C* then f(x) else g-‘(x). 
With little efiort it can be seen that CiJ and (b-l are polynomial-time computable, 
one-to-one, onto re:ductions of A GO B and 13 to A respectively. 
TO show that any two natural creative sets are p&omorphic it suffices to 
s that any give:n natural creative set is p-isomorphic to universal set UI. 
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Furthermore, it is easily seen that ,lthe reduction of any IX. set, A = I:&&,,), to U, 
(given by x ++ (I&_,, x)) satisfies the conditions of the above lemma. 
Therefore, to show that any two natural complete sets are p-isomorphic we only 
have tcli show that UI can be reduced to any’ natural complt=te s t by a p’-computable 
function f satisfying the conditions of the above lemma. By defiinition U1 can be 
reduced to any natural complete set by a /l-reduction satisfying condiitions (a) and 
I$). Tlor show that this reduction can be chosen to be length increasing, (conditi,on 
@)), WC: exploit a special property of the set Ui (which we will show later to hold 
IEor all natural complete sets). 
Lemma 3. FLr the set U1 there exists a me-to-one fcnnctim Z : C* + C* wch that 
(4 Ii! and Z-’ are p-computable, 
(W WY) [IZCy>l=d~j’+ 11,
(4 )’ E Ul qwoo~ a. 
ProoQI, If y is not of the format (Mi, X) (which we assume can be detected in 
polynabmial-time), t&n let Z(y) = y k, k = Iyl* + 21 (if )’ = E, then let Z( ;JJ) = aa). For 
1,~ = (M\9 X) let Z[(Mi, x)] = (M,ci,, X) where Mmli, is obtuiined from Mi by adding 
new states, which are not reachable from any otiler states, to guarantee that 
KM a(i), x)1 > I(M, x)1* +1 
and tha$ Z is one-to-one. Clearly, .y E UI if Z( ): ) 1~ lLJ~. 
We now show that the existence of the padcfiiq\g ir:: q:&on Z for U1 aUows us to 
constr\lct a desired reduction of U1 to any naturaI complete set. 
Lemm EL 4. L$ can be reduced to an;ir natural completle set A by (a one-to-one mapping 
f such that f und f-’ are computable in polynomirxl-time avsd for all x 
Proof, By definition Iof a natural complete set there exists a one-to-one rec’uction 
h of 1’;rl to A such that h and h -* are f+computable. Because Ca and h -’ are 
ip -corn putable there exists a nondecreasing polynomial p such that 
(v’x) [IhI,x)l cp((xl) and lh%)I WITH- 
Fror: I the previous lemma we know that there exilsts at1 integer r sucF tiat 
since 
Ih oZ’b)l> I4 
(hoZ’(x)l< 1x1 
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implies thai 
which is a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that 
f(x) = h d.Y(x) 
is a one-to-one reduction of Ul to k for which f and f-’ are polynomial-time 
computable and f is length increasing. 
T!ww~~ 5. Any two natural complete sets are polynomial-time isomorphic. 
Proof. From our lemmas we know that there exist polynomia’&time reductions 
of any complete natural set L& to L/l and vice versa which satisfy the con- 
ditions of Lemma 2. Therefore A and U’1 are isomorphic and since the 
composition of p-isomorphisms yields p -isomarphisms we conclude that all 
natural cempI(ete sets are p-isomorphic. 
4, Secarod chrrracterization 
For the set U1 we can construct wo polynomial-time computable functions S 
and I) such that 
(VX, y j ~S(X, y) E U1 iff x E U,], 
wx, y) [DoS(x, y:) = y]. 
In essence the functiorl S pad& any given x by y in polynomial-time and S(X, y) 
is in U1 i@ x is in Uf, the function D retrieves in polynomial-time the string y 
&ram the paddcxl string, 
It can be seen that for many complete sets involving Tm’s in their definition, as 
for Ul, Us and U3, we can construct he padGng functions S and D by just padding 
the Turing machine descriptions with patierns of new states without ch.anging their 
bchaviour. 
SimiMy, for many complete sets which are formed by provable theore:ms of an 
axiomatized formal mathematical theory, we can construct polynomial-time compu- 
table padding functions. This can be done by taking any string (theorem) and adding 
to it patterns of simply provable statements ‘by the logical ‘and’ operatisn. Clearly, 
the resulting string is a provable theorem if and only if the original string is a 
provable theorem. 
From the above observations we see that for many creative sets arising in 
mathemati= and logic there exist easily computable padding functions. As a matter 
of fact we know that they exist for all natural1 creative sets. 
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CordIli~~~ 6. If A, is a natural complete WF, then there exist two pdme computable 
functi’o US S and Lib such that 
(Vx, y ) [S(x, y ) E A iflx E A], 
ok Y) LDoS(x, Y) = Yl. 
Froof. Let f be a. p-isomorphlsm between U1 and A. Let S and. D Ibe he p-time 
computable padding function ior IJI. Then the corresponding p-We computable 
functions for A , & and DA, are given by 
SA(& Y) =f-‘oS[f(xL Yl 
and 
D~(X)=DOf(X). 
As our next res,ult shows we can also characterize ntural complete: sets in ferms 
of pad ding functions. 
Theomn 7. Let ,A be an r.e. Liet tdy which any other r.2’. set cn~t be reduced by a 
(many-one) polyr!omial-time mapping. Thorn A is a natural complete set if ad oni) 
if there exist two polynomial-time computable functions S and D s,gch that 
(Vx, y) [S(x, ~)EA ifix CA], 
(Vx, Y) [~~DOSk Y) = YI. 
Proof.!. B!y Corollary 6 we know that if A is a natural complete set, itht:n two p-time 
compt table functions S and D exist. 
On the other hand, if A is an r.e. set to which any other r.e. set, Et, can be 
reduce:d by a p-time mapping J; then 
S(x) = S[f(xL xl 
is a p-ltime computable reduction o:f B to ,A because 
Furthermore, f’ isI one-to-one, since if 
f’(x) =f’( Y A 
then 
X = D[f’(x)] = D[S( f(x), x )] = D[S(f( y), y)] == Wf’( y)] = y* 
Finally, (f’)-’ can be computed irr polynomial-time, *since it is given by 
q(x) = if x =: S[f(D(x)), D(x)] theam D(x) else sk, 
where * indicates that x is not :in the range of f’. 
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From the above we see that A is a natural complete set since any r.e. set can 
be reduced to A by a one-toe-one mapping f’ such that f’ and (f’)-’ are computable 
6n polynomial-time. 
The: above results gives an easy test whether an r.e. set is a natural complete set. 
Test. An r.e. set A is a natural complete set iff the set 1/l can be reduced to it by 
a p-time computable mapping and there exist two p-time computable functions S 
and D such that 
D(x, ~)EA iffx~14 and SoD(x, y) = y. 
5. Other reductions 
The previous results were derived for polynomial-time computations, which are 
currently accepted as a good mathematical model for the feasible computations. 
At the same time, these results can be extended to several other classes of computa- 
tionaiiy simple reductions. 
The first class is the class of LOGTAPE computations. These are computations 
which can be performed by a three-tape Turing machine which has a read only 
input tape, a one-way write only output ape i;. qd for input x a [log!xl] long twu-way, 
read-write work tape [2]. Clearly the LOGTAPE computations are contained among 
the polynomiaLtime computations but it is not known whether this containment 
is proper. 
The second class of functions is the PTAYE class and cons&s of all the futlctions 
which can be computed on poiynomially bounded tape. For sake of simplicity we 
assume that the input and orutput will be written on the polynomial ong work tape 
and therefore the length of the output is also polynomial bounded in the length of 
the input. Again, it is not known whether the above defined PTAPE reduction 
properly contain the polynomial-time reductions, but it is easily seen that 
LOGTAPESPTAPE. 
The results for these reductions look quite similar to the previous results 
for polynomial-time computations, with the 
assumptions. 
emma 8. Let f and g be LOGmPE reductions 
such that 
(a) f and g are me-to-me, 
(bj f-’ and 8-I are L0GTAPE-COr?l~Ut~b~e9 
appropriate changes in the three 
of A to l3 and B to A, respectively, 
w if( > lzi2 and Ig(z)( > iz12 (it actually supices to require 1 f(z)! > Izjlte, 
g(z)! > jz !I+’ for wne E > 0). 
Then A and I3 are LoG~:4~E-isomorphic. 
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In the next result we assume that A, l3 C-X* and that Z* is orderled lexiographi- 
tally and that x > y denotes this ordering, 
Lemma 9. Let f and g be PXPE reductions of A to B and B to A, respectively, 
such that 
(a’? f and g are one-to-one, 
(c$ f(z) > z and g(z) > z. 
The;l A and B are PTAPE’-isomorphic. 
The proofs of these results follow the same pattern as the proof of Lemma 2, 
with the difference that for the LOGTAPE: reductions we strengthened condition (c) 
to length squaring, to be able to trace the mappings back-warc’is on the small amount 
of tape available for this computation. For a complete pros’: of this result see [2]. 
Flor the PTAPE computations the ability to reuse the tape permits us to drop 
condition (b) (since for any one-to-one PTAPE function 1’ with f(z) > z, f’-’ is 
PTA~~E-computable) and again because of the ability to reu~ the tape we need to 
require for condition (c) only that the value of elements is increased by the mappings 
f and g, to guarantee that on polynomial tape we can trace the computations back 
to parentless ancestors to compute the desired isomorphism. 
I’he special conditions about how fast the mapping must grow for the three 
isomorphism results, Lemmas 2, 8 and 9, reflect the nature of the three different 
types of resource bounds used in, these reductions. At the present we do not know 
whether any of the growth conditions in these results can be weakened. We 
conjecture that they cannot be eliminated. 
Quite surprisingly, when we apply the previous results to the complete sets the 
dif;:rent conditions imposed on the growth of the reductions disappear and all 
thrte theorems have the same farm. 
F, complete set is Loc7:rAps-complete iff any other r.e. set can be reduced to it 
by ::I one-to-one LoGTAPE-computable and1 reversible reduction. 
k!, complete set is PTApE-cotqplete iff any other r.e. s,et can be reduced to it by 
a orte-to-one PTAPE reduction. 
Clearly, the sets U1, Uz and U3 are seen to be LoGT&4PE-complete as well as 
Pw PE-colmple te. 
The LOGTAPE isomorphisms and P'MPE isomorphisms are defined similarly to 
p-isXomorphisms. 
Ey methods similar to the ones used in the treatment 0:’ p-complete sets we can 
der +e the following result. 
10. Any two p-compkte, LO( x-APE-complete and ~~r~pE-corn_$ete sets are 
p-iJ omurphic, LOGTAPE-iSOm!Orpkic and PzrlPE-isomorphic, respect,k.)ely. 
I’urthermore, We can characzterize the LOGTAPE-complete, ~-complete and 
PTiI,PE-corgplete sets by their respective p&ding func=‘!ions. 
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Theorem 11. An r-e. set A tc: which any other 1p.e. set can be reduced to by a 
t8cx14PE-red,uction, p-reduction or P’I”APE-retifuction is LOGTAPE-COO&@ p- 
complete or ParAPE-complete iff theire exist two P_ocrAPE-computable, p-compu/able 
and PrAPE-computable functions S and D, respertiuely such that 
(~J’x, y? [Sk y) E A iff x E .A], 
wx, y) [DoS(x, Y) = rl. 
6. Natwall Gliidel numberings 
It is well known that acceptable Gcdel numberings (GW), as defined and charac- 
terized in [6], form the class of sets of names of’ the partial recursive functions 
iwhich can be recursively translated into each other. Furthermore, it is known that 
the acceptable GBdel numberings are all recursively isomorphic to each other. 
We can view the acceptable Giidel nusoberings as models for programming 
systems f3, 41. Unfortunately, the above mentioned definition permits arbitrarily 
complicated Giidel numberings and the translatiorxa between them can be arbitrarily 
ditficult to compute. To avoid these difficulties one can consider subclasses of Gijdel 
erings for which it is required that all other GiSdeI numberings can be translated 
into by restricted classes of mappings; such iriverstigations have been initiated in 
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Among the classes of G6det_ numberings tudiecl so far, the most natural appears 
to be the class of GN’s to which any other GN can bl: translated by a polynomial-time 
computation. In [3] it was conjectured that any two such GN’s are p-isomorphic 
and thus they would form a intuitively satisfying class of GN’s with nice mathematic& 
clos*ure properties forming the feasibly computabie analogue to the family of 
accc:ptable GN’s. Interestingly, in [4] this p-isomorphism problem was linked to 
the di@cult problem of determining whether deterministic and nondeterministic 
polynomial-time computations are the same, nam.ely the classic P = NP? problem. 
In view of this result, it was furthermore strongly conjectured in [$I that this family 
contains GN’s which are not p-isomorphic. 
In this section we point out that the methods discussed in this paper permits us 
to define natural G6del numberings in the same manner as natural complete sets. 
Let 41, 42, . . . and err, CTZ, . . . be any two acceptable Gijdel numberings, i.e. a 
listing of algorithms to compute all partial recursive functions and which have a 
universal algorithm and satisfy the S-m-n Theorem [6]. 
The GN CQ, ~2, . . . is p-translated to the GN #1, ~$2~~ . . . if there exists a poly- 
nomial-time computable function f such that 
f (ui) = &i and ci E &i. 
We deviate in this section from th& conventional way of writing oi = &ffi), since 
we think of c~ and &j as programs and the translation is a mapping of programs 
into programs #) 
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Qefiinit ion. A GN, C$ I, 42 l . l , is natural (or p-mtura~) iff the set (&, &, . , .) is 
p-time recognizable and any other GN can be translated to it by a one-to-one 
polyn(slnial-time translation whose (left) inverse is also polynomial-time comput- 
able. 
We ln)bsesve that there exist many naf?Jral Ciidel numberings [3, 4, S]. As a 
matter Df fact, we can easily see that the standard enumeration of Turing machines, 
MI, & M3, 81 . . 9 [say by listing the sets of quintuples (state, input, nc-: ;t state, 
:rymbol printed, head motion), for each machine] yields a natural GN. To ‘see this 
we just heLve to observe that by definition any Gp\J #Q, &, . . . can be transllated by 
a recursive mapping cr in to the GN MI, I&, . . . , 
To see that a one-to-one polynomial-time computab%e and invertable translation 
exists we construct for each & a Tm p(&i) which: 
for input x saves the input, prints & on its tape, computes o=(&) = Mi 
and then simulates Mj on the input x, 
Clearly, p(@i) is equivalent o & and the constru,ction of p(4i), using $bi and a fixed 
Tm which computes u(#~), can be carried out in polynomial-time (in the length of 
&). Furthermore, if wz use a simple construction for p(&i) in which & i!; represented 
In a simple form we can compute the left inverse of p also in polynomial-time. 
Finally, we observe that Ml, Mz, . . . has polynomial-time computable padding 
Functislils 2, S and D ruch that: 
Z(Mi) = Mi and lZ(MJl> IM,i)2 + 1, 
S(Mi,x)~h$. and I)oS(Mi,x)=zx. 
Using the above observations and methods imilar to those used in he first part 
of this paper, we can derive the following results. 
‘rheorem 12. Any tlvo iratural G6del numberings are p-isomorphic. 
‘Ikecorem 13. .4 G6del rsumbering, 41, #z, . + . with (#lx, ~$2, . . .) p-time recogrtizabh? 
c.lnd to which any other CNcan be reduced by a polyntPmial-time mappr’ng is natnrrai 
iff there exist two polynomial-time compu:aHe ,Cunction!s S and i!I such that 
(Vi, X) [D’S(&i, .T)=X]- 
The above results can also be extended to LOGTAPE and PTAPE translations. 
From the above results we see that the p-computable padding functions play an 
important role a.nd that they exist for all natural GN’s. Furthermore, irf tZ_ .:;e exist 
~CZV’s to which any other G!9 can bc: reduced to by a many-one polynomial-time 
mapping but not by a one-to-one p-time computable and invertable mapping, then 
this GN cr?rznot have the p-computable padding functions. We leave as an open 
prob3e~ whether such GN’s exist (see also [4]). 
Furthermore, it would be interesting to derive other properties of natural Giidel 
Ktimhrings and, in pa,rticular, to see whether any of the specially constructed GN’s 
in rectzrsive function theory to prove different properties of GN’s, fail to be natural 
CWs (without having tried to make them, not to be natural, which is easily done 
by diagonalization). 
In conciusion, we observe that, though all natural GN’s are p-isomorphic, this 
does not guarantee that the sets of minimal length machines Iof these GN’s are 
isomorphic under recursive mappings. By methods similar t.o thie ones used in [S] 
we can show 
Corollary 14, There exist pairs af nawal GN’s whose sets of minimal machines are 
not recursively isomorphic. 
7, Natural creative wts 
In this section we define natural creative sets or p-creative sets and show that 
they are the same as the natural complete sets. Thus the polynomial-time compu- 
table functioms play, in this context, 9 similar role to the recursive functions in the 
classt,c definition of complete and creative sets. On the other hand, since it is not 
yet known whether the corresponding polynomial-time (natural) 1 -completeness 
is equivalent o m-completeness (and we conjecture that it is not) our definition 
may be stronger than it needs to be. 
Definition. Lxt R/If,, Mz, . . . be a natural Giidel Numbering. Then a set A if 
p-productive iff there exists a one-to-one function f such that f and j’-’ are 
polynomial-time computable and for any L(A4i) c A 
f(i)EA-L(M& 
DefMtim. A set Ej’ is a natural creative set or p-creative iff it is recursively 
enumerable and B is p-productive. 
since all natural Gijdel numberings are p-isomorphic it is easily seen that the 
above definition iz independent of the particular natural Gijdea numbering chosen. 
Theorem 15, A set B is a natural complete set iff it is a natural creative set. 
P~oob, ft can be shown by methods used in [3] that natural CXdel numberings 
have polynomial-time computable and invertible S,” functions and that similarly 
the Recursion Theorem yields polynomial-time computable and i.nvertible functions 
Natural complete sets and Glide/ numberings ti9 
for the fixed point. Using these functions, one can carry out the standard proof [7] 
showing that p-creative sets are natural complete sets. 
Let A be a recursively enumerable and let h be a p-productive fuirction for A. 
Let B be any recursively enumerable set. Then by the Recursion Theorem 171 we 
can construct a machine A&) such that 
L@&J = If x E B then {h og(x)} else 4, 
where g is polynomial-time computable and invertible. Then h 0 g is a one-to-one 
function which is polynomial tilme computable and invertible and it reduces B to 
A. To see this note that if x E B, then L(A&,,) = {h og(x)} and h og(x) E A, since 
otherwise h og(x) E A’ and h og(x) E A’ -{h *g(x)), a contradiction. If X,Z B, then 
L(M&) = 4 CA and therefore hog(x)& Thus hog(x) is seen to be the desired 
one-to-one polynomial-time computable and invertible reduction of B to A. 
Conversely, if A is a natural complete set, then A is p-isomorphic to K = 
(Mi ]A&( -) halts} and the p-productive function for I? translates through the p- 
isomorphism into a p-productive function for A. Thus the p-complete sets are 
exactly the same as the p-creative sets. 
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